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Model Rule 5.7 and Lawyers in Government
Jobs-How Can They Ever Be "Non-Lawyers"?
HUGH D. SPITZER*
ABSTRACT

This Article focuses on the application of the rules of professional conduct to
licensed attorneys who serve in non-lawyerjobs in government. There is a fair
amount of literature about members of the bar who serve as staff counsel in
legislaturesor executive agencies. There is also literatureon Rule 5.7 of the ABA
Model Rules of Professional Conduct ("ResponsibilitiesRegarding Law-related
Services") in the context of practicing lawyers who participate in ancillary
"non-lawyering" business activities. Model Rule 5.7 deals with "services that
might reasonably be performed" or "are related to the provision of legal
services," but which are permitted to be performed by lay persons. But little has
been written about the ethical obligations of licensed lawyers who undertake
policy or management roles in government-roles that arefrequently related to
legal services but which are carriedout by lawyers and non-lawyers alike. Model
Rule 5.7 was written principallyfor a different type of situation: where a lawyer
is both "lawyering" and carrying on a related business enterprise. But 2002
amendments expanded Rule 5.7's reach. As currently written, Model Rule 5.7
provides guidance-probablymandatory guidance-forlawyers in public sector
jobs that at first glance appear to involve little or no "legal work." Unfortunately, the Rule is flawed because it does not provide adequate direction on what
constitutes "legal services" versus "law-related services." This Article suggests
how to approach the concept of "legal services," in contrast with "law-related
services," in the context of work performed by lawyers in government management and staff positions. It proposes thatfor a government employee with a bar
card who serves in a non-lawyer job and wishes to avoid the full panoply of the
applicable rules of professional conduct, the best approach is to determine
whether the position needs to be treated as one providing "law-related services"
underModel Rule 5.7. If so, then the non-lawyer lawyer shouldfollow the formal
steps under that Rule to notify the recipients of services, and certain others as
well, that the lawyer is not providinglegal services and that the protectionsof the
rules of professional conduct will not apply.

* Professor of Law (Acting), University of Washington. B.A. 1970, Yale University; J.D. 1974, University
of Washington; LL.M. 1982, University of California at Berkeley. The author thanks Tom Andrews, David
Marcello, and Helen Hierschbiel, for their helpful comments on earlier versions of this Article. © 2017, Hugh D.
Spitzer.
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INTRODUCTION

THE NOT-SO-HYPOTHETICAL TALE OF KELLY CROCKETT, ESQ.

Kelly Crockett earned a law degree and passed the bar exam six years ago,
taking a position with the non-partisancentral staff of the state legislature.After
five years doing research and drafting for the Senate Financial Institutions
Committee, Crockett was hired as the Policy and PlanningManagerfor the State
Department of Financial Institutions. She supervised a group of ten banking
specialists, economists, and planners, working closely with the Department's
director and the Governor's staff on regulatory strategy. She also helped develop
legislation and lobbied lawmakers to promote various bills on behalf of her
agency.
But Ms. Crockett had a falling out with her boss. He declined to propose
payday loan legislation she and her division had preparedbecause, he said, the
Governor decided it was politically inadvisable during an election year in which
the Governor could use solid supportfrom the financialcommunity. Crockett was
miffed. She abruptly resigned, announcing that she was joining a nonprofit
consumer protection organizationto continue working for payday loan reform.
She took copies of some of her electronic researchfiles with her She also issued a
statement blasting the Director of Financial Institutions and the Governor,
quoting what her former boss told her about the Governor's motives in an
election year and accusing them of tradingoff good policyfor politicalbenefit.
Two months later, Crockett received a letter marked "Confidential"from the
State Bar Association's Office of Attorney Discipline. It was investigating a
complaint that she violated the Rules of ProfessionalConduct relating to, among
other things, breach of confidentiality, conflicts of interest, duties to a former
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client, and theft of client property. Kelly Crockett was aghast. She thought to
herself: "Unprofessional conduct? I don't get it! I was in a management and
policy job. I wasn't working as a lawyer. ... "
An increasing number of law graduates with licenses to practice are not
engaged in traditional legal jobs representing clients in transactions or disputes. 1
Some work in government, including in positions that are advantaged by a legal
education but that do not require a license. 2 Others take legally-advantaged
positions such as preparing contracts and licenses for companies, assisting in
accounting matters, or carrying out document review and providing litigation
support for attorneys. 3 Still others, like Kelly Crockett in the hypothetical tale
above, take on management or policy positions in government or business. 4
Indeed, people like Ms. Crockett are often hired into key positions in part because
of the usefulness of their legal training.5
There is literature in professional journals about the duties of people in
"law-related ' 6 positions that are the subject of Rule 5.7 of the American Bar

1. The number of law graduates taking "J.D. Advantage" positions within nine months of receiving a J.D.
rose steadily from 12% in 2011 to 14.5% in 2014, then dropped to 13.8% in 2015. See SECTION OF LEGALEDUC.
& ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, AM. BAR ASS'N, Employment Summary Report,http://www.americanbar.org/groups/
legaleducation/resources/statistics.html [https://perma.cc/NMB8-UUW9] (last visited Nov. 12, 2016) [hereinafter Employment Summary Report] (identified by downloading the four annual data reports from "2012 Law
Graduate Employment Data" through "2015 Law Graduate Employment Data" and finding the total percentage
of "J.D. Advantage" for each year) (copies of each report on file with author). Those reports define "J.D.
Advantage" as a position "for which the employer sought an individual with a J.D., and perhaps even required a
J.D., or for which the J.D. provided a demonstrable advantage in obtaining or performing the job, but which
does not itself require bar passage or an active law license or involve practicing law." A recent MONSTER.COM
posting listed hundreds of positions under the heading "Non Legal for Attorneys Jobs," including, among many
others, legal specialist officer at a large bank, bilingual legal secretary, contract administrator, commercial loan
closing officer, director of diversity, pharmaceutical regulatory affairs marketing consultant, bank operations
manager, and human resources manager. See Non Legal for Attorneys Jobs, MONSTER, http://www.monster.com/
jobs/search/?q=non-legal-for-attorneys [https://perma.cc/Y9VD-ES7T] (last visited Nov. 12, 2016).
2. The number of law graduates taking jobs in government upon receiving a J.D. degree increased from 9.8%
in 2011 to 11.6% in 2015. Employment Summary Report, supra note 1.
3. The American Bar Association's definition of "J.D. Advantage" includes among sample jobs: "corporate
contracts administrator, alternative dispute resolution specialist, government regulatory analyst, FBI agent, and
accountant," as well as jobs in personnel, finance, consulting, and regulatory compliance. See SECTION OF LEGAL
EDUC. & ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, AM. BAR ASS'N, Employment Questionnaire (for 2014 Graduates):
Definitions & Instructions (2015), http://employmentsummary.abaquestionnaire.org/ [https://perma.cc/SXQ2PYQB].
4. See generally Yale Law Sch. Career Dev. Office, Lawyers in Business (Sept. 2016), https://www.law.yale.
edu/systemfiles/area/departmentcdo/documentcdo-lawyers-in-business-public.pdf [https://perma.cc/D8GMYUYA].
5. See, e.g., CHARLIE SAVAGE, POWER WARS: INSIDE OBAMA'S POST-9/11 PRESIDENCY 65 (2015) ("Lawyerliness shaped Obama's governance as a matter of style and thought, not just process. Obama was a lawyer and a
law teacher, not a CEO, and he chose many other people with law degrees.., to be members of his team. This
was important, because lawyers are trained to think in very particular ways.").
6. MODEL RULES OF PROVL CONDUCT R. 5.7(b) (2016) [hereinafter MODEL RULES]. Articles in professional
journals on law-related activities of lawyers include Christa A. Arcos, Wearing Two Hats: Dual Practicesand
Ancillary Businesses, MASS. BOARD B. OVERSEERS, OFF.B. COUNS. (Dec. 2003), http://www.mass.gov/obcbbo/
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Association's (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct ("Responsibilities
Regarding Law-related Services"). 7 In a nutshell, Model Rule 5.7 provides that a
lawyer is subject to the Rules of Professional Conduct when providing
"law-related services" if those services are not distinct from the lawyer's
provision of legal services, or, where those services are sufficiently distinct, if the
lawyer fails to provide sufficient notice that the services are not legal services and
that the protections of the client-lawyer relationship do not exist. The term
"law-related services" is defined in Model Rule 5.7 as "services that might
reasonably be performed in conjunction with and in substance are related to the
provision of legal services," but which are permitted to be performed by
non-lawyers. A comment to Model Rule 5.7 states that examples of law-related
services include lobbying, title insurance, financial planning, accounting, trust
services, real estate counseling, tax preparation, and certain types of consulting.8
There is also a substantial amount of academic and professional writing on the
ethical duties of those who represent government agencies in traditional attorney
roles 9 and as staff lawyers for legislative committees"' and executive departments.11 But apart from post-Watergate literature on the misconduct of government officials that led to their disbarment for dishonesty, fraud, deceit or

hats.htm [https://perma.cc/BC9D-MWVU]; Thomas K. Byerley, Wearing Two Hats: Lawyers Who Also
Practice in Other Professions,79 MICH. B.J. 74 (2000); Helen Hierschbiel, MultidisciplinaryPractice: When
Wearing Two HatsMay Get You Burned, OR. ST. B. BULL., Dec. 2010, at 9.
7. In this article, the term "rules of professional conduct" refers collectively to the various professional
responsibility rules adopted by the regulatory authorities in the states, forty-nine of which currently base their
attorney conduct rules on the Model Rules.
8.

MODEL RULES R. 5.7 cmt. 9.

9. See generally Kathleen Clark, Ethical Issues Raised by the OLC Torture Memorandum, 1 J. NAT'L SEC. L.
& PoL'Y 455 (2005) [hereinafter Clark, Ethical Issues]; Kathleen Clark, GovernmentLawyers and Confidentiality Norms, 85 WASH. U. L. REV. 1033 (2007) [hereinafter Clark, Government Lawyers]; William Josephson &
Russell Pearce, To Whom Does the Government Lawyer Owe the Duty of Loyalty When ClientsAre in Conflict?,
29 How. L.J. 539 (1986); Robert P. Lawry, Who is the Client of the FederalGovernment Lawyer? An Analysis of
the Wrong Question, FED. B.J., Fall 1978, at 61; PATRICIA E. SALKIN, ETHICAL STANDARDS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR
(2d ed. 2008); Maureen A. Sanders, GovernmentAttorneys and the Ethical Rules: Good Souls in Limbo, 7 BYU
J. PUB. L. 39 (1992); Eric Schnapper, Legal Ethics and the Government Lawyer, 32 REC. ASS'N B. CITY N.Y. 649
(1977); Richard C. Solomon, Wearing Many Hats: Confidentiality and Conflicts of Interest Issues for the
California Public Lawyer, 25 Sw. U. L. REV. 265 (1996); Jack B. Weinstein, Some Ethical and Political
Problems ofa Government Attorney, 18 ME. L. REV. 155 (1966); Jack B. Weinstein & Gay A. Crosthwait, Some
Reflections on Conflicts Between GovernmentAttorneys and Clients, 1 TOURO L. REV. 1 (1985).
10. See Kathleen Clark, The Ethics of Representing Elected Representatives, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS.,
Spring 1998, at 31 [hereinafter Clark, Representing Elected Representatives]; David A. Marcello, The Ethics
and Politics of Legislative Drafting, 70 TUL. L. REV. 2437 (1996); Robert J. Marchant, Representing
Representatives: Ethical Considerationsfor the Legislature'sAttorneys, 6 N.Y.U. J. LEGIS. & PUB. PoL'Y 439
(2003).
11. See, e.g., Jeremy Rabkin, White House Lawyering: Law, Ethics, and Political Judgments, in
GOVERNMENT LAWYERS: THE FEDERAL LEGAL BUREAUCRACY AND PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS 107 (Cornell W.

Clayton ed., 1995).
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misrepresentation, 12 relatively little has been published on the other professional
responsibilities of licensed lawyers who take on administrative and staff
positions (i.e., "non-lawyer jobs") within government.
This Article examines the ongoing ethical duties of lawyers serving in
government positions that do not require a law license. Their continued ties to
rules of professional conduct are not much different from those of lawyers
working in ostensibly non-lawyer jobs in the private sector. However, because
government service often includes the development and implementation of
statutes and regulations, a legal background is particularly useful for many public
agency jobs. Further, the degree to which law permeates government decisions
and actions makes it more likely that what law-licensed individuals do in the
public sector will be seen as "legal" or at least "law-related" in character. This
Article suggests that attorneys serving in government staff and management
positions should carefully evaluate whether (purposely or not) they are providing
legal services in the course of their work. If they are, then they are subject to the
applicable rules of professional conduct. If they conclude that they are providing
"law-related services," then, in jurisdictions that have adopted Model Rule 5.7,
they should determine if they can provide those services within the rubric of that
Rule.
Part I describes the controversial background of Model Rule 5.7 ("Responsibilities Regarding Law-related Services"), which was written principally for dual
practices where a lawyer is both "lawyering" and carrying on a related business
enterprise, and which was broadened in 2002. Part I identifies specific problems
with Model Rule 5.7 arising from its lack of clarity about what constitutes the
practice of law and what makes a particular activity "law-related." Part II reviews
the long-accepted application of the rules of professional conduct to those in
more traditional attorney positions in government. Part III then addresses the
professional responsibility conundrum of licensed lawyers who work as public
sector managers or staff but who do little or no "legal work." Part IV provides
direction on what types of "non-lawyer" tasks in government should be
considered "law-related"; it concludes that for a government employee with a bar
card who serves in a non-lawyer job and wishes to avoid the full panoply of the
rules of professional conduct, the best approach is to follow the guidelines under
Model Rule 5.7, attempt to determine whether the work might qualify as
"law-related services," and then formally notify those receiving services (and

12. See, e.g., John W. Dean, III, Watergate: What Was It?, 51 HASTINGS L.J. 609 (2000); Arnold Rochvarg,
Enron, Watergate and the Regulation of the Legal Profession, 43 WASHBURN L.J. 61, 62 (2003). A number of the
lawyers involved in the Watergate scandal were disciplined by bar regulatory authorities under DR 1-102, the
predecessor of Model Rule 8.4(c). See, e.g., In re Colson, 412 A.2d 1160, 1172, 1174 (D.C. Cir. 1979); In re
Krogh, 536 P.2d 578, 579, 589 (Wash. 1975). On the link between DR 1-102 and Model Rule 8.4(c), see
Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit, Misrepresentation, Law. Man. on Prof. Conduct (ABA/BNA) § 101:401 (July 21,
2010).
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sometimes others as well) that the lawyer is not providing legal services and that
the protections of the rules of professional conduct will not be available to them.
I. MODEL RuLE 5.7 AND "LAW-RELATED SERVICES"
Model Rule 5.7, "Responsibilities Regarding Law-Related Services," has been
described as a rule with a "troubled history." 13 It was developed in fits and starts
by the ABA during the early 1990s in response to ongoing efforts by a number of
law firms both to relax Model Rule 5.4 restrictions 14 on attorneys sharing firm
ownership and fees with non-lawyers, 1 5 and to reduce restrictions on lawyerowned ancillary businesses. 16 Some lawyers were keen on multidisciplinary or
"alternative" practice arrangements with accountants, engineers, social workers,
or medical experts, but efforts to legitimize those arrangements met (and
continue to meet) stiff resistance within the bar. 17 There was a sharp split within
the ABA's House of Delegates between lawyers and others who supported more
flexible opportunities to work closely with non-lawyers to deliver services, and
those who held the view-championed by the Litigation Section-that attorney
collaboration with lay people in business ventures would reduce professionalism
and injure consumers. 18 In 1991, the ABA's Standing Committee on Ethics and
Professional Responsibility proposed a version of Model Rule 5.7 that would
have permitted lawyers and non-lawyers to work together through "ancillary
businesses" in which the delivery of services would be broadly subject to the
applicable rules of professional conduct. 1 9 However, by a 197 to 186 vote, the

13. Laurel S. Terry, PennsylvaniaAdopts Ancillary Business Rule, PROF. LAW., Nov. 1996, at 10, 10.
14. MODEL RULES R. 5.4(a) bars a lawyer or law firm from sharing legal fees with nonlawyers, except in
narrow circumstances. MODEL RULES R. 5.4(b) and R. 5.4(d) prohibit lawyers from forming partnerships or
professional corporations with nonlawyers if the services consist of the practice of law. MODEL RULES R. 5.4(c)
and R. 5.4(d) provide that lawyers may not practice in arrangements where their professional judgment might be
controlled or circumscribed by decisions made by nonlawyers.
15. GEOFFREY C. HAZARD, JR. ET AL., THE LAW OF LAWYERING § 51.02, at 51-4 to -5 (4th ed. 2015).

16. See Partnershipwith Nonlawyers, Law. Man. on Prof. Conduct (ABA/BNA) §§ 91:414-417 (Dec. 24,
2008).
17. Id. §§ 91:415-416. In 2011, the ABA's Ethics 20/20 Commission made another proposal to permit some
nonlawyer ownership in law firms. See Joan C. Rogers, Ethics 20/20 Stands by Plans to Propose Latitude for
Firms to Have Nonlawyer Owners, BLOOMBERG BNA NEWS (Oct. 26, 2011), http://www.bna.com/ethics-2020stands-n12884904021/ [https://perma.cc/9AY6-FX5B]. A recent report from the ABA's Commission on the
Future of Legal Services in the United States has again recommended that rules governing legal practice be
adjusted to more readily allow "alternative business structures" for the practice of law, structures that would
more easily permit multidisciplinary and ancillary arrangements. See COMM'N ON THE FUTURE OF LEGAL SERVS.,
AM. BAR ASS'N, REPORT ON THE FUTURE OF LEGAL SERVICES IN THE UNITED STATES 16, 42-43 (2016),
http://abafuturesreport.com/2016-fls-report-web.pdf [https://perma.cc/EKJ8-XPE7].
18. HAZARD ETAL., supra note 15.

19. Id. at 51-5 to -6. Ahistory and critique of the 1991 version of Model Rule 5.7 can be found at Howard D.
Reitz, Model Rule 5.7: A Well Intentioned but Misdirected Reform, 5 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 975 (1992). For
another history and a critical view of lawyer resistance to ancillary businesses, see generally Ted Schneyer,
Policymaking and the Perils of Professionalism:The ABA's Ancillary Business Debate as a Case Study, 35
ARIZ. L. REv. 363 (1993).
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proposal was rejected and replaced by a more restrictive version that banned
subsidiaries of law firms involving both attorneys and non-lawyer professionals;
instead, ancillary services would have to be delivered directly by law firms, and
only to clients in connection with current legal matters. 20 The following year, the
House of Delegates repealed that version of Model Rule 5.7 by a vote of 190 to
183, and a Special Committee on Ancillary Business Services was appointed to
develop a new approach. 21 A more broadly acceptable version was adopted in
1994 by a vote of 237 to 183.22 The Special Committee concluded that

"law-related services" were being provided "wherever lawyers practice" and
"that the types of law-related services are virtually unlimited," with new types
continually being deployed. 23 The Committee also concluded that law-related
services were being provided sometimes by law firms and sometimes by separate
entities, but that there were no reported disciplinary problems related to those
services. 24 Consequently, the Special Committee determined that those services
should not be prohibited, but instead that a rule should focus on lawyers'
transparency with the recipients of those services.
Model Rule 5.7 was amended in 2002 in connection with a number of
adjustments to the Model Rules recommended by the ABA's Ethics 2000
Commission.26 As adopted by the ABA's House of Delegates in February 2002,27
Model Rule 5.7(a)(2) was adjusted to clarify that the Rule applied not only to
lawyers providing non-legal services through a separate entity, but "to all
circumstances not covered by paragraph(a)(]) and to all entities controlled by

the lawyer.' , 2" Additional language was added to Comment 3 to Model Rule 5.7
to emphasize that the Rule's application to law-related services is effective
whether those services are provided through separate entities "or different
support staff within the law firm. ' 29 Thus, Model Rule 5.7 currently reads as follows:

20. STEPHEN GILLERS ET AL., REGULATION OF LAWYERS: STATUTES AND STANDARDS 435 36 (Supp. 2016). See
generally for the history and background of Model Rule 5.7, along with other rules adopted by the ABA prior to
2002, ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct (pre-2002), LEGAL INFO. INST., https://www.law.cornell.edu/
ethics/aba/2001/ABACODE.HTM#Rule_5.7 [https://perma.cc/P742-3CAF] (last updated Mar. 1, 2013).
21. GILLERS ETAL., supra note 20, at 437.
22. Id.
23. Id. at 437 38.
24. Id. at 439.
25. Id.
26. See generally ETHICS 2000 COMM'N, AM. BAR ASS'N, REPORT ON THE MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT

(2002), http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional-responsibility/policy/ethics-2000-commission/
e2k report home.html [https://perma.cc/PM7W-SBUP] [hereinafter ETHICS 2000 REPORT].
27.

AM. BAR ASS'N, EVALUATION OF RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT (REPORT No. 401) 9 (Feb. 4

5, 2002),

http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/professional-responsibility/ethics2000_report hod
022002.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/N67H-BJX5].
28. ETHICS 2000 REPORT, supra note 26; MODEL RULES R. 5.7 (Reporter's Explanation of Changes).
29. MODEL RULES R. 5.7 cmt. 3; ETHICS 2000 REPORT, supra note 26, at Rule 5.7; see also Margaret Colgate
Love, The Revised ABA Model Rules ofProfessional Conduct: Summary of the Work of Ethics 2000, 15 GEO. J.
LEGAL ETHICS 441, 471 (2002).
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(a) A lawyer shall be subject to the Rules of Professional Conduct with respect
to the provision of law-related services, as defined in paragraph (b), if the

law-related services are provided:
(1) by the lawyer in circumstances that are not distinct from the lawyer's
provision of legal services to clients; or
(2) in other circumstances by an entity controlled by the lawyer individually

or with others if the lawyer fails to take reasonable measures to assure that a
person obtaining the law-related services knows that the services are not
legal services and that the protections of the client-lawyer relationship do not
exist.
(b) The term "law-related services" denotes services that might reasonably be
performed in conjunction with and in substance are related to the provision of
legal services, and that are not prohibited as unauthorized practice of law when
provided by a nonlawyer.3 °
Perhaps the price of the 1994 compromise on Model Rule 5.7 was ambiguity,
and the 2002 adjustments did not clear up the most significant uncertainties in the
Rule. Model Rule 5.7(b) in its current form defines "law-related services" as
"services that might reasonably be performed in conjunction with and in
substance are related to the provision of legal services, and that are not prohibited
as unauthorized practice of law when provided by a nonlawyers." The 1994
special committee report stated that "the definition is intended to encompass a
wide range of services, 3 but the Model Rule failed to define "legal services" or
to define what it means for a service to be "related to the provision of' legal
services. Comment 2 to Model Rule 5.5 recognizes that the "definition of the
practice of law is established by law and varies from one jurisdiction to
32

another.,

The ABA's lack of clear guidance in Model Rule 5.7 on what constitutes "legal
services" is likely due to the lack of a nationwide consensus on what constitutes
the "practice of law." Developing a broadly-accepted definition of practice of law
has proven difficult.3 3 On one end of the spectrum, the Supreme Court of
Arkansas, for example, has thrown up its hands and declared that careful research
"by this court has failed to turn up any clear, comprehensible definition of what
really constitutes the practice of law.",34 In contrast, the Iowa court's definition,
based on the former Ethical Consideration 3-5, includes themes that recur in
many other state descriptions of legal practice:

30. MODEL RULES R. 5.7.
31. GILLERS ETAL., supra note 20, at 438.
32. MODEL RULES R. 5.5 cmt. 2.
33. See Soha E Turfler, A Model Definition of the Practice of Law: If Not Now, When? An Alternative
Approach to Defining the Practice of Law, 61 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 1903, 1937-40 (2004).
34. Ark. Bar Ass'n v. Block, 323 S.W.2d 912, 914 (Ark. 1959).
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[R]epresenting another before the courts; giving of legal advice and counsel to
others relating to their rights and obligations under the law; and preparation or
approval of the use of legal instruments .... Functionally, the practice of law

relates to the rendition of services for others that call for the professional
judgment of a lawyer. The essence of professional judgment of the lawyer is the
educated ability to relate the general body and philosophy of law to a specific
legalproblem of a client .... 35

Oregon's court has gone farther and broadly declared that "any exercise of an
intelligent choice, or an informed discretion in advising another of his legal rights
and duties, will bring the activity within the practice of the profession., 36 The
lack of a consistent definition of legal practice from state to state,3 7 the resulting
lack of clarity about the "practice of law" in Model Rule 5.7, and the residual
controversy about the Rule's adoption, may all have combined to explain why
only thirty-four jurisdictions have substantially adopted the Rule (one without the
2002 changes), with four others enacting a different version. The remaining states
have adopted nothing at all.3 8
Whatever "law-related services" means under Model Rule 5.7, the concept
obviously must have characteristics in common with the practice of law, however
defined. But law-related services are those legally-related activities that are not
restricted to attorneys-they can lawfully be provided either by lawyers or
non-lawyers. Comment 9 to Model Rule 5.7 is helpful in that it acknowledges a
"broad range of economic and other interests of clients" that can be served
through law-related services, and then gives illustrative examples, including
"providing title insurance, financial planning, accounting, trust services, real
estate counseling, legislative lobbying, economic analysis, social work, psychological counseling, tax preparation, and patent, medical or environmental
consulting., 39 But the fact that non-lawyers are permitted to provide these
services without engaging in the unauthorized practice of law does not mean that
when attorneys provide the same services they are not practicing law. Few would
argue that a lawyer is not engaged in legal practice when she advises or
undertakes tax preparation or patent work. And certain aspects of an attorney's
real estate counseling, lobbying, and environmental advice would likely consti-

35. Iowa Supreme Court Comm'n on Unauthorized Practice of Law v. Sturgeon, 635 N.W.2d 679, 681 82
(Iowa 2001) (emphasis added).
36. Or. State Bar v. Sec. Escrows, Inc., 377 P.2d 334, 339 (Or. 1962).
37. The wide variety of definitions of "practice of law" can be seen at TASK FORCE ON THE MODEL DEFINITION
ON THE PRACTICE OF LAW, AM. BAR ASS'N, State Definitions of the Practiceof Law, http://www.americanbar.org/
content/dam/aba/migrated/cpr/model-def/model def statutes.authcheckdam.pdf [https://perma.cc/U58373GM] (last visited Nov. 11, 2016).
38. See CPR POLICY IMPLEMENTATION COMM., AM. BAR ASS'N, VARIATIONS OF THE ABA MODEL RULES OF
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT: RULE 5.7: RESPONSIBILITIES REGARDING LAw-RELATED SERVICES (Aug. 12, 2016), http:II

www.ameicanbar.org/contentdam/aba/administrative/professional-responsibility/mrpc-5-7.authcheckdam.
pdf [https://perma.cc/6CQY-JJ4N].
39. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b) cmt. 9.
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tute the practice of law in many jurisdictions. One treatise succinctly describes
law-related services as "services that a lay person might reasonably mistake for
legal services.",40 This is not surprising, given that when a lawyer provides them,
they may indeed be legal services. Under Model Rule 5.7, lawyers are permitted
to own or control businesses that provide these "law-related services"; but if they
do, Model Rule 5.7 assumes that the rules of professional conduct normally will
apply to those lawyers in connection with any work performed by or through that
law-related business-that is the default position.
However, a lawyer may be released from obligations under the rules of
professional conduct with respect to his or her work for the ancillary law-related
enterprise if the lawyer's legal services and the "law-related" services are
sufficiently distinct; 4 1 if the attorney's interest in that business is revealed; 4 2 and
if the lawyer takes "reasonable measures to assure that a person obtaining the
law-related services knows that the services are not legal services and that the
protections of the client-lawyer relationship do not exist. 4 3 Model Rule 5.7 is
somewhat opaque and not always easy to apply,4 4 partly because it is so difficult
to keep the lawyer's legal services and the law-related services distinct.
Therefore, the burden is on the lawyer to keep the law-related services separated
from legal services and "to show that the lawyer has taken reasonable measures
under the circumstances to communicate the desired understanding" with the

client.45 This burden allocation to the lawyer is consistent with the principle that
whether or not a client-lawyer relationship exists at all is based on the potential

client's reasonable expectations, and the lawyer is charged with clearly establishing that such a relationship does not exist. 46 If it is not possible for an attorney to
adequately distinguish between the "lawyer" functions and the "law-related"

functions, then under Model Rule 5.7(a)(1), the attorney must treat the activities
as "legal services" and the full rules of professional conduct will apply to all of

the relevant activities.47

40. HAZARD ETAL., supra note 15, § 51.08, at 51-13.
41. See MODEL RULES R. 5.7(a)(1).
42. A CONCISE RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS § 10 cmt. g (AM. LAW INST. 2007) [hereinafter
CONCISE RESTATEMENT].
43. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(a)(2).

44. An excellent discussion of the complexities of properly applying Model Rule 5.7, including a useful flow
chart, is presented by the Colorado Bar Association. See Colo. B. Ass'n, Formal Op. 98 (2015),
http://www.cobar.org/Portals/COBAR/repository/ethics0pinions/FormaEthics0pinion 98 2015.pdf [https://
perma.cc/E5Y7-6PZ4].
45. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b) cmt. 7. That comment states that the measures taken with respect to a
"sophisticated user of law-related services," such as a large business, may be more relaxed than those required
to ensure that a less-sophisticated person or entity understands that the services are not "legal" services.
46. CONCISE RESTATEMENT, supra note 42, § 14(1)(b) & cmt. e; HAZARD ET AL., supra note 15, § 2.05, at 2-7
to -8; Client's Reasonable Expectations, LAw. MANUAL ON PROF. CONDUCT (ABA/BNA) § 31:103.
47. See MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b) cmt. 8.
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The purpose of the clear disclosure rules respecting law-related services is "to
ensure that a client is aware when he is or is not protected by the special rules that
govern the conduct of lawyers (such as the confidentiality principle and the
requirement of avoidance of conflict of interest)." 4 This is a consumer and public
protection regulation, one meant to protect non-legally trained individuals from
being taken advantage of by lawyers. The rule is similar in purpose, for example,
to Model Rule 4.2, which prohibits an attorney from communicating about a
matter with a person the lawyer knows is represented by separate counsel, unless
the person's own lawyer has consented.4 9 It is also similar in intent to Model Rule
4.3, which controls an attorney's interactions with a person who is not
represented by counsel; that Rule insists that if a lawyer knows or should know
that an unrepresented person "misunderstands the lawyer's role in the matter, the
lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to correct the misunderstanding., 5 0 While a
non-lawyer would immediately understand that a law graduate who owns and
operates a craft brewery is not providing "law-related services," the distinction
might not be so clear if an attorney is part-owner of a lobbying firm that includes
both lawyer and non-lawyer lobbyists, a patent firm with both attorneys and
non-lawyer patent agents, or a tax consulting service employing lawyers,
accountants, and tax advisors who are neither. For example, unless it is made
crystal clear, a client of a lobbying firm could readily assume that communications with a lawyer-lobbyist are covered by Model Rule 1.6 confidentiality
protections and by Model Rule 1.7 conflict-of-interest rules. 1
As constructed, Model Rule 5.7 begs the question of what does and does not
constitute the provision of legal services, notwithstanding its list of sample
"law-related" services. Consequently, there is a risk of misunderstandings when
lawyers engage in ancillary activities, and this has spawned a number of articles
in state bar journals warning attorneys to tread cautiously in this area.5 2 It is
important to observe that even when licensed lawyers are engaged in law-related
activities that are sufficiently distinct from the provision of legal services to
clients, or when lawyers are engaged in any other activities for that matter, they
never escape their obligations under Model Rule 8.4.53 They can lose their
licenses if they engage in criminal conduct that reflects adversely on their
honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness to be a lawyer, 4 or other misconduct
involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation. In many states, the

48. HAZARD ETAL., supra note 15, § 51.02, at 51-7.
49. MODEL RULES R. 4.2.
50. MODEL RULES R. 4.3.
51. SeeHAZARDETAL., supra note 15, § 51.07, at 51-11 to-12.
52. See articles cited supra note 6.
53. See Dishonesty, Fraud, Deceit, Misrepresentation, LAW. MANUAL ON PROF. CONDUCT (ABA/BNA)
§§ 101:402-403.
54. MODEL RULES R. 8.4(b). See generally HAZARD ETAL., supra note 15, § 69.04, at 69-11 to -14.
55. MODEL RULES R. 8.4(c). See generally HAZARD ETAL., supra note 15, § 69.05, at 69-15 to -22.
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ban on dishonest actions by attorneys extends to everything they do-far beyond
their professional lives.5 6 Importantly here, the significance of this Rule is
heightened for lawyers in public office. Comment 5 to Model Rule 8.4 stresses:
"Lawyers holding public office assume legal responsibilities going beyond those
of other citizens. A lawyer's abuse of public office can suggest an inability to
fulfill the professional role of lawyers. 5 7
II.

THE RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT AND GOVERNMENT LAWYERS
QUA LAWYERS

There is little debate over the applicability of the rules of professional conduct
to government-employed lawyers in traditional litigation or transactional settings
and to those in various other attorney roles unique to a governmental practice.
Attempts to substitute separate ethics rules for government lawyers and to
exempt them from the normal rules of professional conduct have been
unsuccessful.5 8 Congress has expressly mandated that U.S. Department of Justice
attorneys and certain other government lawyers "shall be subject to State laws
and rules, and local Federal court rules, 5 9 governing attorneys in each State where
such attorney engages in that attorney's duties, to the same extent and in the same
manner as other attorneys in that State.", 60 Model Rule 1.13, "Organization as
Client," treats governments like other client entities to which lawyers owe duties,
taking direction from the client "through its duly authorized constituents.

61

56. See HAZARD ET AL., supra note 15, § 69.05, at 69-17 n.21; see also ABA Comm'n on Ethics & Prof'l
Responsibility, Formal Op. 336 (1974), issued after the Watergate affair but before the adoption of the Model
Rules ("[A] lawyer must comply at all times with all applicable disciplinary rules of the Code of Professional
Responsibility whether or not he is acting in his professional capacity.").
57. MODEL RULES R. 8.4 cmt. 5.

58. See United States ex rel.
O'Keefe v. McDonnell Douglas Corp., 132 F.3d 1252, 1257 (8th Cir. 1998)
(rejecting U.S. Department of Justice "Reno Rules" purporting to allow ex parte contacts with a company's
employees when those contacts are not permitted under local court rules and rules of professional conduct); In
re Advisory Comm. on Prof'l Ethics Op. 621, 608 A.2d 880, 886 (N.J. 1992) (separation of powers doctrine
does not prevent the judiciary from regulating lawyers who work in the legislative branch); see also HAZARD ET
AL., supra note 15, § 41.12, at 41-22 to -26 (recounting two unsuccessful attempts by United States Attorneys
General to carve out protections for government lawyers from the rules of professional conduct, that by Richard
Thornburgh in 1989 and by Janet Reno in 1994); Marchant, supra note 10, at 448-49 (judiciary has exclusive
authority to regulate the practice of law, including lawyers working in a separate branch of government).
59. There have been suggestions that the federal courts should strengthen their own professional
responsibility rules to supplement state lawyer conduct rules governing attorneys appearing before the federal
bench. See generally Bruce A. Green, Whose Rules of Professional Conduct Should Govern Lawyers in Federal
Court and How Should the Rules Be Created?,64 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 460 (1996); Judith A. McMorrow, The
(F)Utility of Rules: RegulatingAttorney Conduct in Federal CourtPractice,58 SMU L. REV. 3 (2005).
60. 28 U.S.C. § 530B(a) (2012). Under 28 U.S.C. § 530B(c), the term "attorney for the government" is
defined in 28 C.F.R. §77.2(a) (2016), which focuses on Justice Department lawyers (excluding FBI agents and
other law enforcement personnel) and appointed special counsel. Many other categories of federal government
lawyers are left off the list.
61. MODEL RULES R. 1.13(a); see also MODEL RULES R. 1.13 cmt. 9.
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Needless to say, many professional responsibility issues arise with respect to
public sector lawyers, and much is written about those issues.62 Indeed, the
Model Rules express puzzlement over how to address certain ethical responsibilities of public sector attorneys. Comment 9 to Model Rule 1.13 states: "Defining
precisely the identity of the client and prescribing the resulting obligations of
such lawyers may be more difficult in the government context .... While
rules of professional conduct usually apply across the board to all lawyers and
ignore distinct differences among and accepted customs within practice areas, 64
lawyers for governments receive some special treatment in the rules of
professional conduct governing, for example, control of litigation, 6 5 imputation
of conflicts within a firm and movement in and out of government practice,6 6
certain investigative activities,6 7 and, in at least two states, identification of the
governmental client.68
Beyond the text of the rules themselves, government attorneys persistently
face an array of practical ethics issues, including, among others: how does one
identify the client, or at least the authorized representative of a government entity
client, when government divisions are in conflict? 69 To whom is the duty of
confidentiality under Model Rule 1.6 owed? 70 How does a government lawyer
navigate between confidentiality rules, whistleblower laws, and public disclosure
statutes?71 How does the duty of candor work when an official who represents the
public presses an attorney for a legal opinion that supports a specific policy

62. See supra notes 10-12 and accompanying text.
63. MODEL RULES R. 1.13 cmt. 9.
64. See David B. Wilkins, Some Realism About Legal Realismfor Lawyers: Assessing the Role of Context in
Legal Ethics, in LAWYERS IN PRACTICE 25, 26 (Leslie C. Levin & Lynn Mather eds., 2012); see also Dana A.
Remus, Out of Practice:The Twenty-First-Century Legal Profession, 63 DUKE L.J. 1243, 1245-46 (2014).
65. See MODEL RULES Scope cmt. 18, which notes that "the responsibilities of government lawyers may
include authority concerning legal matters that ordinarily reposes in the client in private client-lawyer
relationships," including when to settle and whether to appeal from an adverse judgment.
66. See generally MODEL RULES R. 1.11.
67. See MODEL RULES R. 4.2 cmt. 5, which provides that permissible communications with persons
represented by counsel may "include investigative activities of lawyers representing governmental entities ... prior to the commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings," so long as the constitutional
rights of the accused are honored. The same comment states that lawyers assisting clients exercising their legal
rights to communicate with the government may, without violating that Rule, talk directly with government
employees who might be represented by counsel.
68. See WASH. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.13(h) (2015) and UTAH RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.13(h)
(2013), both of which provide that for government lawyers who are not public employees, the client may be a
discrete government agency or unit rather than the broader governmental entity of which the agency or unit is a
part. See, e.g., HAZARD ETAL., supranote 15, § 16.02, at 16-4 to -9.
69. See generally Jeffrey Rosenthal, Who Is the Client of the GovernmentLawyer?, in ETHICAL STANDARDS IN
THE PUBLIC SECTOR, supra note 9, at 17; Josephson & Pearce, supra note 9; Solomon, supra note 9.
70. See generally Clark, Government Lawyers, supra note 9; Ross Garber, The Government Attorney- Client
Privilege, in ETHICAL STANDARDS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR,supra note 9, at 315.
71. See, e.g., Robert T. Begg, WhistleblowerLaw and Ethics, in ETHICAL STANDARDS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR,
supra note 9, at 187; Solomon, supra note 9.
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outcome? 72 Are government investigators bound by the rules of professional
conduct barring communications with represented parties? 73 Does a government
attorney have more flexibility than a lawyer for private entities in terms of
directing the course of a matter towards a "just" outcome? 74 None of these are
easy questions, but, except for the special rules applicable to prosecutors,75 they
are not intrinsically different from the types of professional responsibility issues
that private sector lawyers regularly face.
Some special attention has been devoted to lawyers in the legislative and
executive branches who do not normally engage in litigation or business
transactions but who provide distinctly "legal" services to lawmakers and
government leaders-services like those performed by the imaginary Kelly
Crockett when she worked as staff counsel to a Senate committee. In a thoughtful
1996 article, David A. Marcello, Executive Director of Tulane University's
Public Law Center, asked whether "the inherently political/advocacy character of
legislative drafting" means that there are no ethical standards or rules.76 He
emphatically concluded that the rules of professional conduct do apply to
legislative attorneys who advise committees and are responsible for drafting
bills.7 7 Marcello noted that, given all the implicit policy choices that drafters of
legislation must make, attorneys responsible for drafting must be careful to
consult with the relevant lawmaker client and give that client "sufficient
information to make the client an informed decisionmaker., 78 He pointed out that
while legislative lawyers are responsible for following the general directions of
their clients, under Model Rule 2.1 they "may go beyond the narrow confines of
strict legal analysis in rendering advice to a client., 79 He also emphasized the
duties of candor imposed by Model Rule 3.3 on attorneys for legislatures,80 as
well as their obligations to act affirmatively when they encounter deceptive or
fraudulent activity by clients.8 1
Robert Marchant closely analyzed the ethical responsibility of a legislature's
in-house attorneys, emphasized that they are clearly "practicing law,",8 2 and
concluded that it is unworkable for those lawyers to treat individual legislators as

72. See generally Clark, Ethical Issues, supra note 9.
73. See generally Ernest F. Lidge III, Government Civil Investigations and the Ethical Ban on Communicating with Represented Parties,67 IND. L.J. 549 (1992).
74. See Weinstein & Crosthwait, supra note 9, at 6; Schnapper, supra note 9; see also MODEL RULES R. 3.8
cmt. 1 ("A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister ofjustice and not simply that of an advocate.").
75. MODEL RULES R. 3.8.

76. Marcello, supra note 10, at 2457.
77. Id. at 2457 58. It should be noted that Marcello's article does not address the question of the ethics of
lawyers serving in managerial and policy positions in either the legislative or executive branches.
78. Id. at 2459.
79. Id.
80. Id. at 2461.
81. Id. at 2461 62.
82. See Marchant, supra note 10, at 446-48.
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clients.8 3 Instead, he maintained that a legislative attorney should view either a
committee or the entire legislature as the client.8 4 On the other hand, Kathleen
Clark has suggested that while some legislative lawyers clearly represent the
institution as a whole, others are so closely tied to a particular lawmaker
(typically a committee chair), that it is impracticable to treat anyone as the
"client" besides that legislator.8 5 Only Marchant explicitly delves into what
specific activities of legislative staff lawyers appropriately should be treated as
the "practice of law." But none of those commentators on legislative lawyering
intended to examine the role of lawyers in "non-lawyer" positions in government
agencies.
On the executive side, lawyers within government agencies are subject to
overlapping regulatory regimes, including the rules of professional conduct, as
well as ethics regulations applicable to government employees in general.
Federal lawyers, for example, are subject to certain rules that govern all executive
branch employees.8 6 Those federal lawyers have, beginning in 1830,87 included
agency counsel who primarily give legal advice to agency officials and who
normally do not litigate except before administrative panels.8 8 Similarly, state8 9
and local government 90 attorneys must comply with "good government" ethics
rules in addition to the rules of professional conduct for attorneys. The ethical
issues that these lawyers deal with intensify with the most powerful clients.
Jeremy Rabkin observed that notwithstanding the Model Rule 1.13 position that
an agency is the client rather than the individual agency head, it is clear that
special counsels in the White House have worked for the Presidentrather than for
the Office of the President. 91 This has gotten several White House legal officers in

83. Id. at 462.
84. Id. at 4634-4.
85. Clark, RepresentingElected Representatives, supra note 10, at 36 37.
86. See Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch, 5 C.ER. § 2635 (2016); see
also Peggy Love, Ethics and Professional Conduct for Federal Government Attorneys, 25 NAT. RESOURCES &
ENVT 40 (2011). A compilation of laws and regulations then applicable to U.S. Attorneys was published in
OFFICE OF LEGAL EDUC., U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT FOR THE FEDERAL
ATTORNEY (1984).

87. The first counsel for a federal agency was the Solicitor of the Treasury, an office created in 1830. Michael
Herz, The Attorney Particular:Government Role of the Agency General Counsel, in GOVERNMENT LAWYERS,
supra note 11, at 144.
88. Id. at 148-49.
89. See, e.g., New York Ethics in Government Act, N.Y. PUB. OFF. LAW § 73 (McKinney 2016), § 74
(McKinney 2010); Code of Ethics for Public Officers and Employees, FLA. STAT. §§ 112.311 .3261 (2016);
State Officials and Employees Ethics Act, 5 ILL. COMP. STAT. 430/1-5 to 75-10 (2014).
90. See, e.g., Conflicts of Interest, N.Y.C. CHARTER §§ 68.2600-.2607 (2016); Governmental Ethics
Ordinance, MLN. CODE OF CHI. 2-156-005 to 530 (2013); Governmental Ethics Ordinance, L.A. MEN. CODE

§§ 49.5.1 .20 (2011).
91. Rabkin, supra note 11, at 132 33.
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trouble, typically where they became overzealous in protecting their clientincluding protecting the President in connection with his extracurricular activities
(in the instance of Bernard Nussbaum defending Bill Clinton) 92 or protecting a
President who engages in illegal activities (in the case of John Dean before he
decided to testify to Congress on Watergate matters).9 3 Watergate was a
watershed event for highly-placed executive branch lawyers, in that it brought
home that whether working explicitly as attorneys (in the case of Dean), or as key
staff (in the instance of John Ehrlichman), lawyers could face professional
discipline for engaging in dishonesty, fraud, deceit, misrepresentation, or
criminal acts committed in the course of assisting a chief executive. 94 The
number of lawyers involved in Watergate (seven were disbarred and eleven
received lesser discipline) led directly to revisions in the ethics codes for
attorneys, ultimately resulting in the Model Rules.9 5
Today, after the revisions to Model Rule 1.6(b) and Model Rule 1.13(b) in the
wake of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act,9 6 government and private sector general
counsel alike are required to view their organizations as the client rather than
viewing any particular individuals within the entity as the client. Both public and
private lawyers are obliged to protect their organizations from injury and may
report the wrongdoing of individual executives up the chain of command and
beyond. 97 At the same time, lawyers in government may have additional
affirmative duties to report crimes beyond those that private sector attorneys
might have. 98 But those issues all relate to lawyers in government who are
engaged in what are generally recognized as "normal" lawyering activities,
namely dispute resolution and transactional work. But what about licensed
lawyers who do not think that their jobs involve lawyering? Next, we turn to the
application of Model Rule 5.7 to lawyers in government who are engaged in
activities that are similar to what attorneys do, but that can also be lawfully
provided by non-lawyers. In that context, Model Rule 5.7's rubric for "lawrelated services" serves as a useful (and probably necessary) guide to addressing
the professional responsibilities of lawyers in government who are performing
tasks that are not exclusively legal in character.

92. Id. at 107-08.
93. Id. at 111-14.
94. See Rochvarg, supra note 12; Mark Curriden, The Lawyers of Watergate: How a "Third-Rate Burglary"
Provoked New Standardsfor Lawyer Ethics, A.B.A. J., June 1, 2012, at 36.
95. Michael Ariens, The Agony ofModern Legal Ethics, 1970-1985, 5 ST. MARY'S J. ON LEGAL MALPRACTICE
& ETHICS 134, 176-78 (2014).
96. See HAZARD ETAL., supra note 15, § 1.18, at 1-55 to-57.
97. MODEL RULES R. 1.13(b) (e).

98. See Robert T. Begg, WhistleblowerLaw and Ethics, in ETHICAL STANDARDS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR, supra
note 9, at 187, 220.
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III. LAWYERS IN "NON-LAWYER" GOVERNMENT POSITIONS
Despite Model Rule 5.7's failure to provide a clear definitional distinction
between "legal services" and "law-related services," 99 and notwithstanding the
fact that it was originally framed to deal with ancillary business activities
operated by law firms, Model Rule 5.7 nevertheless provides a framework for
evaluating and addressing the professional responsibilities of law-licensed
individuals who serve in a management or staff role in government-people like
Kelly Crockett in the hypothetical fact pattern presented at the beginning of this
Article. Indeed, Model Rule 5.7 likely should be considered a mandatory
framework for lawyers serving in many non-lawyer jobs in government,
specifically those jobs that involve "services that might reasonably be performed
in conjunction with and in substance are related to the provision of legal services"
but which could also be performed by non-lawyers.1 0 0 No other rule provides an
approach for determining whether a government manager or staff member must
be treated as subject to the full range of the rules of professional conduct.
Model Rule 5.7 should be treated as the focal point for lawyers working in
many "non-lawyer" jobs because, regardless of the Rule's origin as a measure
dealing with ancillary business ventures, Model Rule 5.7(a)(1)'s plain language
mandates that, except for activities that are clearly not "related to" the provision
of legal services, a lawyer shall be subject to the rules of professional conduct
with respect to law-related services unless those activities can be distinguished
from legal services. Model Rule 5.7(a)(2) then enables the lawyer to avoid the
full impact of the rules by taking reasonable measures to assure the potential
"client" that the work does not constitute legal services protected by a
client-lawyer relationship. In the case of the imaginary Kelly Crockett, if she is
subject to all the rules of professional conduct, she must concern herself with
questions such as: Who is the client-the Department of Financial Institutions or
the entire state government? Who is the "duly authorized constituent" for that
client under Model Rule 1.13(a)?10 1 To whom does the duty of confidentiality
run, and who can waive confidentiality? Under Model Rule 2.1, does she have a
lawyer's special duty to provide independent and candid advice to her department
director? Under Model Rule 4.2, may Ms. Crockett contact non-lawyers in the
course of her job when they are represented by counsel? Under Model Rule 4.3,
must she advise non-lawyers who are not represented by counsel that she is an
attorney with an interest in the topic under discussion? These are professional
responsibility questions that working lawyers deal with on a daily basis.

99. See supra notes 31 34 and accompanying text.
100. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b).
101. MODEL RULES R. 1.13(a) provides: "A lawyer employed or retained by an organization represents the
organization acting through its duly authorized constituents."
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An argument can be made that, reading Model Rule 5.7 literally, only Model
Rule 5.7(a)(1)-and not Model Rule 5.7(a)(2)-applies to licensed lawyers
serving in "non-lawyer" jobs. The argument is that individual lawyers who are
not part of a firm do not have the option of relying on Model Rule 5.7(a)(2) to
avoid the full application of the rules of professional conduct by taking
"reasonable measures" to inform service recipients that the protections of the
client-lawyer relationship do not exist. Note that Model Rule 5.7(a)(2) applies if
the law-related services are provided by "an entity," i.e., by a law firm or by a
separate entity controlled by lawyers. 10 2 But the individual attorney in a
management or staff position in government is not providing services through
a "law firm" or through a "separate entity." Model Rule 1.0(c) defines a "firm" in
terms of an organization: a lawyer or lawyers in a partnership, corporation, sole

proprietorship, or other association, or a lawyer in a legal department of an
organization. 10 3 If Model Rule 5.7(a)(2) is not applicable to an individual lawyer
who is providing law-related services as part of a job, then a lawyer serving in a
"non-legal" job outside the legal department of an organization, and who
provides "law-related services" not sufficiently distinct from legal services, does
not have the protections of Model Rule 5.7(a)(2); under Model Rule 5.7(a), that
attorney is subject to all of the rules in connection with the law-related services.
Some might choose to follow that strict reading of Model Rule 5.7. However,
that would not make sense given the Rule's purpose of enabling a lawyer engaged
in law-like activities that can also be performed by lay persons to clarify her role
to the recipient of the services, and to avoid misunderstandings about the
availability of confidentiality and conflict-of-interest protections under the rules
of professional conduct. It would also not make sense in the context of the Ethics
2000 adjustments to Model Rule 5.7(a)(2), which, according to the accompanying Reporter's Explanation of Changes, were meant to "[b]roaden to apply to all
circumstances not covered by paragraph (a)(1)," 10 4 i.e., to all circumstances
where law-related services are being provided in circumstances that are distinct
from the provision of legal services. In theory, a licensed lawyer in a management
or staff job could declare that he or she will never provide either legal services or
law-related services, and then painstakingly avoid doing anything that arguably
resembles the practice of law. But this would be unrealistic in many government
positions. Can a legally-trained individual in a government post obliterate an
"educated ability to relate the general body and philosophy of law to a specific
legal problem of a client,"105 or ignore the ability to exercise an intelligent choice

102. See MODEL RULES R. 5.7 cmt. 2, as adjusted by the 2002 amendments: "Rule 5.7 applies to the provision
of law-related services by a lawyer... whether the law-related services are performed through a law firm or a
separate entity."
103. MODEL RULES R. 1.0(c).
104. ETHICS 2000 REPORT, supra note 26, at Rule 5.7 (Reporter's Explanation of Changes).
105. See supra note 35 and accompanying text.
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or informed discretion in giving advice on legal rights and duties?10 6 If the
licensed lawyer ever expects to apply a legal background to making policy and
management choices or recommendations, she needs to be able to operate on the
basis of Model Rule 5.7 being available. In other words, we should treat
the drafting of the Rule to specify only entities as an oversight, and assume that
the "reasonable measures" are available to an individual who provides lawrelated services and who can keep them sufficiently distinct from legal services.
An eventual clarification in the wording of Model Rule 5.7 would be helpful, so
that it would become crystal clear that it applies to every lawyer involved with
law-related services, whether those services are provided by an individual or an
entity, and whether the services are provided in the private or the public
sectors. 10 7 In addition, updated comments to Model Rule 5.7 might helpfully
include a longer list of examples of law-related services.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LAW-LICENSED "NON-LAWYERS"
IN GOVERNMENT

Assuming that Model Rule 5.7 in its current form is available to a member of
the bar in a non-law governmental position, that lawyer's first step is to determine
whether the particular job involves services that are either the "practice of law" in
the relevant jurisdiction or "might reasonably be performed in conjunction with
and... are related to the provision of legal services." As suggested above,"",
when evaluating whether a particular task in government might be considered to
be a "legal service," the lawyer concerned should first consult the law in the
applicable jurisdiction regarding what is or is not the "practice of law."
Next, several bar ethics opinions have dealt directly with the difference
between legal services, law-related services, and unrelated services, as well as
with keeping those services clearly distinct from the client's and the public's
standpoint. In one instance, an attorney who desired to sell life insurance and
financial products to his clients asked the Philadelphia Bar Association whether
he had to incorporate a separate entity to sell those products. The resulting ethics

106. See supra note 36 and accompanying text.
107. For example, MODEL RULES R. 5.7(a) might be amended to read as follows:
(a) A lawyer shall be subject to the Rules of Professional Conduct with respect to the provision of
law-related services, as defined in paragraph (b), if the law-related services are provided:
(1) by the lawyer or by an entity controlled by the lawyer individually or with others, in
circumstances that are not distinct from the lawyer's provision of legal services to clients; and
(2) if the lawyer, or the entity controlled by the lawyer individually or with others, fails to take
reasonable measures to assure that a person obtaining the law-related services knows that the
services are not legal services and that the protections of the client-lawyer relationship do not exist.
108. See supra notes 31 38 and accompanying text.
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opinion10 9 suggested that the lawyer was asking the wrong question, stating:
"The inquirer is strongly cautioned that the analysis of whether or not a particular
service is legal or nonlegal is highly fact intensive." It said that even if the lawyer
separately incorporated the insurance and financial business, there was still a risk
that the recipient of the non-legal services might believe he was receiving the
protection of a client-lawyer relationship. The opinion concluded that the key
was to make "it clear in writing to the recipient that the services are nonlegal and
not subject to the protections applicable to a lawyer-client relationship."1 10
If the job activities do not seem to constitute the practice of law, then one must
determine whether the responsibilities nevertheless constitute "law-related
services." As noted above, Comment 9 to Model Rule 5.7 establishes that
law-related services deliver "a broad range of economic and other interests of
clients."1'11 Among other activities, the concept sweeps in legislative lobbying,
title insurance, financial planning, accounting, trust services, real estate counseling, economic analysis, social work and counseling, tax preparation, and patent,
medical, or environmental consulting. 112 If one reviews the "Non Legal For
Attorneys Jobs" listings on a popular employment website,1 13 they include many
positions where the lay people with whom the legally-trained individual interacts
might readily assume that they are dealing with a lawyer as a lawyer. These
web-listed jobs include positions as a bank's "legal specialist officer," a contract
administrator, a commercial loan closing officer, a director of diversity, a
regulatory affairs consultant, and a human resources manager. 114 All of these jobs
involve legal and regulatory issues that attorneys frequently evaluate; they are all
examples of "services that might reasonably be performed in conjunction with
and in substance are related to the provision of legal services,"'1 15 even though
they can also be performed by a non-lawyer without the occurrence of

109. Phila. Bar Prof'l Guidance Comm., Op. 2003-16 (2004), http://www.philadelphiabar.org/page/Ethics
Opinion2003-16?appNum=4 [https://perma.cc/76D9-VL2Y].
110. Id. at 3. Another example is a 2002 Indiana ethics opinion advising that a law firm tied to an investment
advisory business was required under Rule 5.7 to operate the two activities separately, and that investment
advisory customers obtained through a direct telemarketing program could not be referred to lawyers in the law
firm without violating Rule 7.3's ban on direct telephone contact with prospective legal clients. See Ind. State
Bar Ass'n Legal Ethics Comm., Op. No. 1 (2002), http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.inbar.org/resource/resmgr/
EthicsOpinions/2002.pdf [https://perma.cc/S2PR-U96A]; see also State Bar of Ariz., Comm. on the Rules of
Prof'l Conduct, Ethics Op. 05-01 (2005), http://www.azbar.org/Ethics/EthicsOpinions/ViewEthicsOpinion?id=
520 [https://perma.cc/BX2A-H5YX] ("[A] lawyer who operates an investment advisory referral program must
also comply with ERs 7.1 through 7.3 regarding advertising and solicitation."); accord R.I. Ethics Advisory
Panel, Op. 92 57 (1992), https://www.courts.ri.gov/AttorneyResources/ethicsadvisorypanel/Opinions/92-57.
pdf [https://perma.cc/8X3M-6QR4].
111. See supra note 39 and accompanying text.
112. Id.
113. See Non Legalfor Attorneys Jobs, supra note 1.
114. Id.
115. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b).
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116
unauthorized practice of law.
In the Kelly Crockett tale, Ms. Crockett supervised a group of ten banking
specialists, economists, and planners (not necessarily performing law-related
services), as well as working on regulatory strategy and developing and lobbying
for legislation (tasks often performed by or in conjunction with lawyers). She
took no measures to separate the law-related and law-unrelated activities, or to
take "reasonable measures" to assure that the leadership of her department (most
likely the "client" here) was aware that her services were not legal services
protected by the applicable rules of professional conduct. That separation is
important. A 2009 New York State Bar Association opinion concluded that when
an attorney-owned business sells "shelf corporations"' 17 and provides no
associated legal services, the company's website should not reveal that the
business owner is an attorney, identify him as "Esq.," or state that he has a law
degree. Doing so would diminish the separation between the two activities and
cause the rules of professional conduct to apply to the lawyer's work for his
ancillary business.11 8 Other opinions have also focused on the need for a strong
separation between legal work and law-related activities, and strong disclosure in
connection with attorney-owned businesses including, among others,
a debt
11 9 title insurance company, 120 and a lobbying firm. 12 1
a
agency,
collection
These examples of private-sector ventures characterized as "law-related
services" can serve as a guide to activities of licensed lawyers in the public sector
that likely should be treated as "law-related" at a minimum, and thus subject to
the applicable rules of professional conduct absent appropriate countermeasures.
Drafting and promoting legislation and regulations are easy examples. 122 But
bearing in mind Model Rule 5.7(b)'s broad definition of "law-related ser-

116. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b).
117. A "shelf' or "aged" corporation is a corporation that no longer is engaged in business activities but that
can be sold to a business operation seeking to incorporate without going through the time and expense of
creating a new corporation. See Shelf Company, BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 340 (10th ed. 2014); see also Shelf
Corporation, WIKIPEDIA, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shelf-corporation [https://perma.cc/TK3V-SQD3] (last
visited Nov. 11, 2016).
118. N.Y. State Bar Ass'n, Comm. on Prof'l Ethics, Op. 832 (2009), https://www.nysba.org/CustomTemplates/
Content.aspx?id-5625 [https://perma.cc/37S4-3QND].
119. Neb. Lawyers Advisory Comm., Advisory Op. for Lawyers, No. 06-08 (2006), https://supremecourt.
nebraska.gov/sites/supremecourt.ne.gov/files/ethics/lawyers/06-08.pdf [https://perma.cc/JQ55-YQ44].
120. Me. Bd. of Overseers of the Bar, Prof'l Ethics Comm'n, Op. No. 182 (2003), http://www.mebaroverseers.
org/attorney-services/opinion.html?id 89461 [https://perma.cc/8VMH-ZSLP].
121. D.C. Bar, Ethics Op. 344 (2008), https://www.dcbar.org/bar-resources/legal-ethics/opinions/opinion34
4.cfm [https://perma.cc/X9HA-3BPY] (lobbying activities of a company affiliated with a law firm are
"law-related services" under D.C. Rule 5.7 and "the lobbying client must receive clear notice that the services
are not legal services and that the usual protections accompanying a client-lawyer relationship do not apply").
122. Id.
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vices,"' 12 3 any of the following tasks, at all levels of government, can easily be
viewed as law-related services because they are "performed in conjunction with
and in substance are related to the provision of legal services":
* Interpreting and applying regulations and administrative rulingssomething government managers and staff constantly do;
* Serving as analysts for legislative committees-though not serving as
committee counsel, these analysts often interpret the meaning of
statutes and regulations and explain them to legislators, or they draft
legislation or amendments;
* Overseeing or implementing human resources and personnel functions-supervising people constantly involves the application of
labor, employment, discrimination, and other workplace laws;
* Acquiring real property and managing procurement programs-both
of which are tightly constrained by statutes and regulation;
* Developing and implementing tax policy-which is closely tied to tax
codes, regulations and rulings;
* Developing and enforcing environmental and public health regulations;
* Licensing facilities and overseeing them for consistency with applicable laws;
* Establishing and implementing social services and agricultural assistance programs;
* Advancing and implementing health care and drug policies and
programs-large health services providers often have large groups of
staff who monitor operations for compliance with health regulations,
and many (but not all) of those people are trained as lawyers.
These are just a few examples. At the federal level, international relations, trade
policy, veterans' rights and benefits, and some aspects of defense policy and the
armed services have significant legal components and are "related to the

provision of legal services." Model Rule 5.7 contemplates that non-lawyers may
freely engage in these activities and will not necessarily be practicing law when
they do so. But when licensed lawyers do the same thing, they might be
practicing law; if they do not mean to be providing legal services, the people for
whom they work, and others with whom they interact, could misunderstand the
licensed attorney's role.
What if, when Kelly Crockett was managing her division of a state financial
services department, the director asked her: "Do you think we can regulate those
123. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b) (defining law-related services as those "that might reasonably be performed in
conjunction with and in substance are related to the provision of legal services, and that are not prohibited as
unauthorized practice of law when provided by a nonlawyers").
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quick-loan shops that cater exclusively to military personnel on nearby bases?"
The director is probably assuming that the answer from Ms. Crockett will include
a legal as well as practical analysis. Even though Crockett may rely on the state
attorney general's office for legal advice on the question, the key is that the
director might misunderstand the difference between Crockett's lawyer and
non-lawyer roles, and assume not only that her legal training will help inform her
recommendations (which it unavoidably will), but that there are also confidentiality and conflicts-of-interest protections in his relationship with Crockett. This is
precisely why Model Rule 5.7's definition of "law-related services" is drafted so
broadly, and why that Rule mandates the full application of the rules of
professional conduct to those services, unless the lawyer clearly separates the
legal and non-law functions, and then takes "reasonable measures to assure that a
person obtaining the law-related services knows that the services are not legal
services and that the protections of the client-lawyer relationship do
not exist. ' 24

Separating legal and non-law functions is much easier said than done, and
identifying the distinctions is driven by facts and context. 125 It is probably not
enough for a government manager or staffer with a law license to blithely declare,
"I'm not the lawyer here," and then proceed to put her legal background and
skills to work in providing strategic advice. If Kelly Crockett's director
frequently asks her for her thoughts on the legality of a financial institution's
activities or the department's legal flexibility in enforcing a law, he is calling on
her professional judgment, i.e., in the Iowa Supreme Court's words, "the
educated ability to relate the general body and philosophy of law to a specific
legal problem of a client." 126 If she answers those questions, she is acting like a
lawyer and she may be well-advised either to stop doing so or to try to clarify
with her boss when she is wearing her lawyer's hat and when she is not. To assist
in this task, she might insist on involving an attorney general on all legal
questions, and rely on her legal training and experience primarily to help her
formulate questions for the state attorney who is charged with advising the
department.
Assuming that the lawyer in a non-law government position can keep the legal
services and the law-related services distinct, 127 that lawyer can then move on to
take the appropriate steps to assure the recipients of services that they should not
expect to receive protections under the rules of professional conduct. However,
given that law-related services are "services that a lay person might reasonably

124. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b)(2).
125. See supra notes 108-09 and accompanying text.
126. Iowa Supreme Court Comm'n on Unauthorized Practice of Law v. Sturgeon, 635 N.W.2d 679, 681 82
(Iowa 2001) (emphasis added).
127. See MODEL RULES R. 5.7(a)(1).
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mistake for legal services,' 12 s it may be prudent to go beyond the strict letter of
Model Rule 5.7 and to take actions to also inform other lay persons with whom
the lawyer interacts (i.e., non-clients) that they also should not treat her as an
attorney, but simply as a government staffer or manager. The Model Rules include
a number of regulations specifying appropriate lawyer conduct with respect to
non-clients, including former clients, 129 prospective clients, 130 non-clients represented by other lawyers, 13 1 unrepresented individuals, 132 and a separate obligation, in the course of a representation, of truthfulness to the entire world. 133 Of
particular concern here might be interactions between a law-licensed government
administrator who is negotiating a settlement of a legal dispute with a party who
is represented by counsel. Not only might the adverse individual misunderstand
the public manager's role, but more importantly, the legally-trained person
objectively might have certain knowledge and advantages over the nonlawyer. 134 The risk of an unfairly lopsided bargaining situation could be offset by
disclosure of bar membership accompanied with a statement that the legallytrained administrator is not serving as an attorney and that both parties can and
should make use of their respective counsel as necessary. If this sounds overly
bothersome, one has only to look to the purpose and application of Model Rule
4.2,135 including examples of lawyers/businesspeople who have been disciplined
for representing themselves and negotiating legal disputes directly with other
businesspeople instead of with their counsel. 136 Similarly, when licensed lawyers
are working in non-legal government positions and are involved in legal disputes
or potential litigation with businesses, other agencies, or lay people, it may be
prudent for those attorneys to treat Rule 4.3 as applying, to inform the other
individuals (or authorized representatives of organizations) of their bar licenses,

128. HAZARD ETAL., supra note 15, § 51.08, at 51-13.
129. MODEL RULES R. 1.9.
130. MODELRULES R. 1.18.
131. MODEL RULES R. 4.2.

132. MODELRULES R. 4.3.
133. See MODEL RULES R. 4.1.

134. HAZARD ETAL., supra note 15, § 41.02, at 41-43, notes that Model Rule 4.2, as well as Model Rule 4.3,
"prevent[] a lawyer from taking advantage of a lay person to secure admissions against interest or to achieve an
unconscionable settlement of a dispute."
135. MODEL RULES R. 4.2 states:
In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation with a
person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the
consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order.
136. See, e.g., In re Disciplinary Proceedings Against Haley, 126 P.3d 1262, 1264 (Wash. 2006); Medina
City Bar Ass'n v. Cameron, 958 N.E.2d 138, 140-41 (Ohio 2011); In re Discipline of Schaefer, 25 P.3d 191,
196-97 (Nev. 2001); In re Segall, 509 N.E.2d 988, 990 (Ill. 1987); D.C. Bar Legal Ethics Comm., Op. 258
(1995), https://www.dcbar.org/bar-resources/legal-ethics/opinions/opinion258.cfm [https://perma.cc/VZ7X-Z9
8X]. Note that all of these examples of attorney discipline relate to situations where a lawyer was representing
himself pro se in a litigation situation, not in everyday business negotiations.
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to state that they are not working as lawyers, and to state that it may be in the
other party's interest to obtain counsel. Is this a burden? Yes, clearly it is, and on
its face Rule 4.3 applies only when an attorney is "dealing on behalf of a client"
with an unrepresented person. 137 But a law-licensed government official may
have an unfair advantage over a layperson with interests adverse to the
government agency, so disclosure might be appropriate. In any event, the
privilege of holding a bar card is accompanied by a number of professional and
personal constraints that lawyers must live with.
Once a licensed lawyer who holds a government job has evaluated whether her
responsibilities are legal services, "law-related services," or neither, the lawyer's
responsibilities under relevant rules of professional conduct will vary depending
on which category applies. Work that constitutes legal services will be subject to
the full panoply of the rules. Work that constitutes "law-related services" can be
freed from most of the rules of professional conduct if the lawyer takes steps like
those suggested in Model Rule 5.7(a)(2), following the approach described
below. Finally, work that does not constitute legal services or law-related services
will not be subject to the lawyer conduct rules at all.
United States Attorneys, Attorneys General, city attorneys, and county
prosecutors are engaged in traditional "lawyering" tasks. Those holding positions
described as departmental solicitors, legal advisors, or staff counsel are also
likely to be treated as subject to the entire set of rules of professional conduct.
This includes staff counsel to legislative committees, elected officials, and
executive agencies. 138 But the many other lawyers who work in government
management or policy development roles should look carefully at their daily
tasks and determine if they would likely be seen as delivering "law-related
services." As noted above, 139 this is a broad category of activities "that might
reasonably be performed in conjunction with and in substance are related to the
provision of legal services." 140 Because statutes and regulations are so integral to
what most agencies do on a daily basis, it may be that more "non-lawyer" jobs
that lawyers take in government are law-related than those that are not. Positions
that are not likely to be viewed as law-related might include, for example, a

137. MODEL RULES R. 4.3 provides:
In dealing on behalf of a client with a person who is not represented by counsel, a lawyer shall not
state or imply that the lawyer is disinterested. When the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that
the unrepresented person misunderstands the lawyer's role in the matter, the lawyer shall make
reasonable efforts to correct the misunderstanding. The lawyer shall not give legal advice to an
unrepresented person, other than the advice to secure counsel, if the lawyer knows or reasonably
should know that the interests of such a person are or have a reasonable possibility of being in conflict
with the interests of the client.
138. See supra notes 76 95 and accompanying text.
139. See supra notes 39-40, 110 11 and accompanying text.
140. MODEL RULES R. 5.7(b).
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captain in a field artillery battalion of the United States Army, the manager of
a public utility district's water treatment plant, a children's librarian, and a
ranger-naturalist. None of these people are performing tasks that might reasonably be mistaken for legal services. But members of the bar who serve in a large
number of other government positions (for example, the policy and planning
manager of a state financial institutions department, the director of an environmental enforcement division, a deputy state auditor, the chief of a federal rural loan
program, and the jobs involving the tasks described in the bulleted list in the
previous section) would be well-advised to look carefully at what they do and
determine whether they might be seen as holding law-related positions.
If licensed lawyers in those positions wish to avoid running afoul of the rules
of professional conduct, they should consider taking "reasonable measures" to
assure that those to whom they provide their services (their putative "clients")
understand that the services are not legal services and that the protections of the
client-lawyer relationship do not exist. Who should they inform? Certainly their
immediate superiors, but perhaps, out of an abundance of caution, others within
the agency as well. 141 The "reasonable measures" might be incorporated into a
job acceptance letter or employment contract, or included in a separate letter,
memorandum, or email that the lawyer sends to his or her department head and
colleagues. The text could be along the lines of what is sent to new clients by
many lobbying firms who employ lawyer-lobbyists, and could state, for example:
As you may be aware, I hold a license to practice law in the state(s) of [insert
state name(s)]. The responsibilities that I perform as [insert position] include
certain tasks that might be characterized as "law-related services" under Rule
5.7 of the Rules of Professional Conduct governing attorneys in [insert state
name(s)]. That Rule requires me to make disclosures clarifying that the services
I will be performing may be law-related services, but that they are not legal
services. Because they are not legal services, those services and our relationship will not be governed by the Rules of Professional Conduct that guide the
client-lawyer relationship, such as rules on confidentiality and prohibitions of
conflicts of interest. I will of course be subject to the provisions of [insert
applicable federal or state general ethics laws], and I would like to assure you
that I will be carrying out my responsibilities using the highest level of ethical
and professional standards.
That simple statement may provide adequate notice to the people "obtaining the
law-related services" under Rule 5.7, and, if so, the lawyer in the relevant
position will need only observe the rules of professional conduct that govern all
lawyers regardless of their positions, such as Rule 8.4.142 In some circumstances
it may be possible for a licensed attorney in a non-law position to obtain her

141. See supra note 137 and accompanying text.
142. See supra notes 53 57 and accompanying text.
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superior's signature on a statement,1 43 or, as noted above, the language could be
incorporated into an employment contract or arrangements could be made for it
to appear in the appointment letter. But a continuing caveat is that some legal
services unavoidably are just that-legal work-and they are not "law-related
services." One treatise provides a cautionary note: "A statement disclaiming any
intent to ...form an attorney-client relationship ... is not a cure-all. The overall
circumstances will define the reasonableness of the would-be client's expectations of the services she is receiving."1 44 Furthermore, those overall circumstances may suggest that legal and non-legal tasks may be so interwoven that they
cannot be neatly separated, with the difference comprehended by the recipient of
the services. In that situation, the attorney will have to treat all of the services as
subject to the rules of professional conduct.
In addition to putting a statement of "law-related services" in writing, the
attorney serving in a non-lawyer job should consider taking other precautions,
such as not identifying oneself as having a law degree on stationery or business
cards, 1 45 declining to provide others with legal interpretations of statutes and
regulations, and being disciplined about referring legal questions to those who
serve in a proper lawyering role for the agency. These steps would reduce
confusion about that lawyer's non-legal role. It may be difficult for some
individuals to suppress their background and informed views on relevant legal
matters. But failure to do so may subject the individual to the application of a
wider body of rules of professional conduct, such as the rules on confidentiality,
conflicts of interest, and candor that apply to attorneys generally. Further, as
suggested above, 1 46 in circumstances involving litigation or potential litigation, it
may be a wise idea for the lawyer in a non-lawyer role to follow the procedures
outlined in Model Rule 4.2 and Model Rule 4.3 with respect to adverse
laypersons who are represented by counsel or who have no representation at all.
CONCLUSION

The bottom line is that lawyers like the imaginary Kelly Crockett can serve in
non-lawyer governmental roles, but they need to take extra steps to help
colleagues understand that they are not working as lawyers and should not be
understood to be. While law-licensed individuals like Kelly Crockett can never
escape the fundamental rules of professional conduct governing dishonesty,

143. See, for example, Neb. Lawyer's Advisory Comm., Op. 06-08 (2006), https://supremecourt.nebraska.
gov/sites/supremecourt.ne.gov/files/ethics/lawyers/06-08.pdf
[https:Ilperma.cc/JQ55-YQ44], which recommends that the recipient of services "sign a disclosure statement indicating his or her understanding and
acceptance" of the arrangement.
144. Accidental Clients, LAW. MANUAL ON PROF. CONDUCT (ABA/BNA) § 31:105.
145. See, e.g., N.Y. State BarAss'n, Comm. on Prof'l Ethics, Op. 832 (2009), https://www.nysba.org/Custom
Templates/Content.aspx?id 5625 [https://perma.cc/37S4-3].
146. Id.; see also supra note 137 and accompanying text.
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fraud, deceit or misrepresentation, 147 they may be able to free themselves from
most other rules with respect to their non-attorney jobs. However, they should,
with respect to each non-lawyer job, make a thoughtful determination about
whether the position is appropriately characterized as one involving "law-related
services." If the tasks do involve law-related services, the lawyer should then
follow the procedures contemplated by Model Rule 5.7 to assure that those the
lawyer serves clearly understand that they are not receiving legal services and
that the services are not afforded the protections of the client-lawyer relationship.

147. See supra notes 53 57 and accompanying text.

